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Dynamic averaging effects from internal motions on interproton distances estimated from
nuclear Overhauser effects (NOE) are determined by using a molecular dynamics simulation
of lysozyme. Generalized order parameters measuring angular averaging and radial
averaging parameters are calculated. The product of these two parameters describes the full
averaging effects on cross-relaxation. Analysis of 2778 non-methyl NOE interactions from
the protein interior and surface indicates that distances estimated by assuming a rigid
molecule have less than 10% error for 89% of the NOE interactions. However, analysis of
1854 methyl interactions found that only 68% of the distances estimated from crossrelaxation rates would have less than 10% error. Qualitative
evaluation of distances
according to strong, medium and weak NOE intensities, when used to define only the upper
bound for interproton separation, would misassign less than 1 y. of the distance constraints
because of motional averaging. Internal motions do not obscure the identification
of
secondary structure, although some instances of significant averaging effects were found for
interactions in a-helical regions. Interresidue NOES for amino acids more than three residues
apart in the primary sequence are more extensively averaged than intraresidue or shortrange interresidue NOES. Intraresidue interactions exhibit a greater degree of angular
averaging than those involving interresidue proton pairs. An internal motion does not
equally affect all NOE interactions for a particular proton. Thus, incorporation of averaging
parameters in nuclear magnetic resonance structure determination
procedures must be
made on a proton-pair-wise basis. On the basis of the motional averaging results, particular
fixed-distance proton pairs in proteins are suggested for use as distance references. A small
percentage of NOE pairs localized to three regions of the protein exhibit extreme averaging
effects from internal motions. The regions and types of motions involved are described.
Keywords: n.m.r. structure; methyl rotation; molecular dynamics simulation;
lysozyme dynamics; NOE order parameters

1. Introduction
The nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE?) arises from
‘H-‘H
cross-relaxation, and is the basis for determination of three-dimensional
structure by n.m.r.
evaluated
from
NOES
Interproton
distances
generally are estimated by assuming that the protein behaves as a rigid molecule, disregarding
internal motion contributions. The simplification of
a single overall correlation time is made, and the
NOE intensity is related to a fixed interproton
t Abbreviations used: NOE, nuclear Overhauser
effect; n.m.r., nuclear magnetic resonance; r.m.s.,
root-mean-square; NOESY, 2-dimensional NOE
spectroscopy.
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distance. Initial applications of n.m.r. for structure
determination
have successfully demonstrated the
ability of the technique. More recent efforts are
being made to obtain more accurate distance estimates by accounting for multiple-spin
relaxation
pathways (Olejniczak et aZ., 1986; Olejniczac, 1989;
Borgias & James, 1988; Post et al., 199Ob; Thomas et
at., 1991) and by improving the quantification
of
cross-peak intensities (Denk et aZ., 1986; Olejniczak
et al., 1989; Holak et al., 1987). With these efforts to
increase the accuracy of the n.m.r. structural solution, it is important to consider fully the rigidmolecule assumption in the interpretation
of the
NOE intensity. That n.m.r. relaxation parameters
are sensitive to fast timescale motions of proteins
has been demonstrated (Gurd & Rothgeb, 1979;
1087
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Olejniczak et al., 1981, 1984b; Torchia,
1984;
London, 1989), including recent measurements of
main-chain dynamics by two-dimensional,
heteronuclear I’N-lH
experiments (Kay et al., 1989; Clore
et al., 1990). In spite of the tightly packed structure
of proteins, atomic fluctuations can be large enough
to contribute to n.m.r. relaxation. Practical means
for accounting for internal motions in the interpretation of distances from NOE intensities have
been discussed (Braun et al., 1981; Baleja et al.,
1999; Koning et al., 1991), however, the contribution from internal motions to cross-relaxation rates
and NOE intensities and, consequently distances
estimated from them, has not been investigated for
a protein molecule as a whole.
The present study examines picosecond fluctuations in the protein lysozyme and their contribution
to the ‘H-‘H cross-relaxation rate by calculation of
time-correlation
functions from a 102 picosecond
molecular dynamics simulation of chicken lysozyme
(Post et al., 1986). The motions on the timescale of
the trajectory include vibrational
and librational
motions and some dihedral
angle transitions.
Longer timescale events corresponding to hundreds
of picoseconds up to the overall correlation time are
also relevant to n.m.r. relaxation
but are not
in
a 102 picosecond
trajectory.
sampled
Nonetheless, examining the influence of picosecond
motional averaging on distances estimated from
NOE intensities provides some indication of the
validity of the rigid molecule assumption.
Simulated dynamics of proteins have been used
previously to investigate internal motional averaging of n.m.r. relaxation,
including
13C longitudinal relaxation (Levy et al., 1981u,b, 1982) and
‘H cross-relaxation
(Olejniczak
et al.,
1984b;
LeMaster et al., 1988). The earlier studies focused on
the motional properties of a small number of interactions. The investigation
reported here extends
other studies utilizing protein dynamics simulations
by considering motional averaging effects for all
proton pairs separated by less than 45 A in a protein (1 A = @l nm). While specific features of
motional averaging are well described by these
earlier investigations, the large set of interactions
(4632 pairs) examined in the present study provides
a better basis for assessing the effects of motional
averaging on distance estimates and for analyzing
the motional characteristics of different types of
interactions, such as those used to locate secondary
structure and of methyl groups.
As suggested by previous analyses of fewer NOE
interactions (Olejniczak et al., 1984b; LeMaster et
al., 1988), picosecond motions have negligible effects
on the evaluation of the large majority of distances.
In contrast to earlier conclusions (Olejniczak et al.,
1984b; LeMaster et al., 1988), analysis of the more
complete set of interactions indicates that the full
averaging effect is not diminished by the counterbalance of angular and radial components of
averaging; the radial component dominates the
averaging from internal motions, although the exact
degree of averaging depends on the model for the

rigid protein, as described in Results. We also note
that even though averaging by picosecond motions
of most NOE interactions is insignificant, a small
percentage of NOE interactions (approx. II’<& for
non-methyl NOE pairs and 32% for pairs with 1 01
2 methyl protons) are averaged to an extent that,
distances estimated assuming a rigid molecule have
a greater than lOo/o error. The error can lead to
either underestimated or overestimated distances.
The theory for the calculation of relaxation rates
is briefly outlined in the following section, followed
by a description of the molecular dynamics trajectory and the proton pairs considered in this study.
Motional averaging effects are described in Results
by comparison of the cross-relaxation rates calculated from the molecular dynamics trajectory with
the rates for a static structure. In the final section
the consequences of internal motions on structure
determination are stated and the motions leading to
significant averaging of certain NOE interactions
are discussed.

2. Theory and Methods
(a) n.m.r. cross-rehxatiun and motional averaging from
internal dynamics
The NOE (Noggle & Schirmer, 1971) is the result of
cross-relaxation between 2 protons; fluctuations in the
local magnetic field at a proton due to the modulation of
the proton dipolar interaction by the molecular motion
lead to magnetic relaxation. Cross-relaxation efficiency
depends on the frequency w of motions and is a function
of the spectral densities J(w). For the case of a macromolecule undergoing isotropic, overall rotational motion
and with internal motions which are independent of
overall tumbling, J(o) is of the form (Lipari & Szabo,
1982):
J(w) =

cos(wt)dt.

(1)

s0
The single exponential describes the decay in correlation
due to overall tumbling with a correlation time ‘to (=
1/6D, where D is the rotational diffusion constant). The
internal motion correlation function for a proton pair is:
0) YZ(sY,
(~Kww))
= i ( Yf(i-2,r3(o)r3(t)
m--2

t)
>
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Y&Q, t) are second-order spherical harmonics and ( )
represents a time correlation function. R are the polar
angles (0,4) for the orientation within a fixed molecular
frame of the interproton vector with length r.
At long times, when the correlation in the internal
motion decays to a plateau level on a timescale t,, the
internal correlation function is equal to the equilibrium
orientational
distribution
(Lipari
& Szabo, 1982;
Olejnimak et al., 19&&b):
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Eqn (3) derives from the long-term behavior of correlation
functions when the internal motion correlation function
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decays rapidly to a plateau level, and does not depend on
a motional model to describe the dynamics of the internuclear vector. The time-dependent contribution to the
internal correlation function (A(O
for t < t, is
negligible when the correlation time for the internal
motions is small relative to rc and Sz does not approach
90 (Lipari & Szabo, 1982). This assumption is valid here
(see below) and the contribution has been neglected in this
analysis.
For internal
motions slower than those
addressed here, the time-dependence of (A(O
is
importantt. The quantity 6” is the square of the generalized order parameter for re-orientation of an internuclear
vector (Lipari & Szabo, 1982). It is a measure of the
spatial restriction on the internal motion due to the
surrounding protein lattice. Values of S2 range from 0 to
1.0, where 0 indicates less restricted motion and 1.0 cormsponds to a rigid molecule. The decay in correlation of the
interproton vector by internal mot,ions comprises both
angular and radial components. As defined by eqn (3), the
angular component and the radial component of averaging are assumed to be uncoupled.
In this study, the internal motion time-correlation
function is calculated from a molecular dynamics trajectory. Since the timescale of the internal motions sampled
in the 102 ps trajectory is roughly 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than the overall correlation time (tr < 905 ns and
TO z 10 ns) and AS”> 901, the time dependence of the
internal motion correlation function (eqn (2)) is unimportant (Olejniczak et al., 19843). The fraction of (A(O
contributed over the period t < t, for the values of S2
found in this study are negligible compared to the term
shown in eqn (3). The internal motions are manifest in the
plateau level to which the internal correlation function
decays at t,. As such, the internal motional averaging
uniformly alters the spectral density according to the
equilibrium orientational
distribution
eqn (3) (Lipari &
Szabo, 1982). The spectral density after evaluating the
integral takes the form:

An observed cross-relaxation
rate utb, including
internal motion contributions,
can be expressed as a
change relative to that which would be obtained for a
rigid molecule C@ using eqn (4):
o$= = ;

+y4h2[6Jij(20)

- J,(O)]

where r$ is the interproton distance corresponding to a
rigid structure. S2 describes the angular component of the
motional averaging,
while the radial component is
accounted for in the ratio &J(T-~)-~
z R. The complete
effect from internal dynamic averaging on an observed
cross-relaxation rate is therefore given by Q:
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et al., 1982) the effect of dynamic
scaling of the intensity by Q.

(b) Methyl

averaging

is direct

interactions

Methyl rotation occurs on a timescale of @Ol to 92 ns
(Olejniczak et al., 19845; Torchia, 1984), much faster than
the time (N 10 ns) for overall rotation of proteins the size
of lysozyme. Given this fast rotation and the magnetic
equivalence of methyl proton resonances, examination of
the dynamical effects must take into account the methyl
group averaging. Three approaches to methyl group averaging are considered here.
Following Olejniczak et al. (1984u,b), we use the 3-site
jump rotational model (Tropp, 1980) where the internal
correlation function is averaged over methyl proton sites
for both the simulation configurations
and the rigid
model. That is, the rigid model has averaging of the 3
methyl protons in an otherwise static structure. The
measured uij value is related to this 3-site@, r) model by
the full averaging parameter:
Yi(ni,

O)

40)

M ’
>I

(7)

where fii and ri are the polar angles and length of an
internuclear vector of a methyl proton, and the superscript M denotes the average over the prot,ons of a methyl
group:
(fiY

E

f

.E

(.fi)

I-1

( )n represents a time-average function and ( )M represents a rigid-model function. M equals 3 or 9 for a
methyl-non-methyl
or a methyl-methyl
interaction,
respectively. The full methyl averaging parameter QmI is
therefore the ratio of the internal correlation function
from the dynamics simulation to that from the rigid
model, both averaged over the methyl proton positions.
Angular ( Yb) and radial (rr;i i) components are averaged
in the rigid model.
Another model which might be used in the application
of NOE distance restraints for methyl interactions is
based on averaging re3 over the 3 methyl sites, without
averaging the angular terms in the correlation function
(Keepers t James, 1984; Nilges et al., 1991). The motional
averaging parameter for the 3-site(r) model is given by:

(10)
Q = S2 $-,

= S2R.

Q is the factor by which arig is scaled due to internal
motions. At short mixing times in a NOE experiment,
where the NOE intensity is linearly related to u (Dobson
t The spectral density, eqn (35) of Lipari & Szabo
(1982), has a term which is a function of the effective
correlation time of the internal motion T=.

Although averaging the radial component of the correlation function over 3 sites while ignoring the angular
component is not rigorously consistent, constraints based
on the average of re3 are readily implemented in practice
and therefore were considered in this analysis.
A final model for NOE distance constraints of methyl
groups is to use the geometrical center of the 3 methyl
proton positions (Wiithrich et al., 1983) as the reference
for the constraint distance, rgC. The measured uij value is
then related to the rigid-molecule value based on rBEby

IO90
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parameter:

R( = &/(v~)-‘)
for the different
methyl models is calculated with rris = r,,,, for 3-site@, r) or 3-s&e(r), and with
rrig = rgc for the geometrical
center. Values for S2 are from
eqn (6) with & from eqns (7), (9) or (11) and the corresponding values of R.
(c) Molecular

dynamics

trajectory

The effects of picosecond
internal
motions
on crossrelaxation
in proteins was determined
by using a 102 ps
molecular
dynamics
trajectory
of chicken lysozyme
(129
residues;
14,400Da).
The dynamics
of 1531 atoms.
including
53 ST2 water molecules
of structural
imporwas simulated
with
the CHARMM
program
tance,
(Brooks et al., 1983). Details of the trajectory
calculation
have been reported
(Post et al., 1986). The trajectory
is
stable as indicated
by maintaining
constant temperature
and energy without
coupling
to a heat bath. and a
constant r.m.s. deviation
(1.5 A for the main chain) from
the
crystallographic
structure.
Polar
protons
were
explicitly
included in the calculated
trajectory,
while nonpolar protons were accounted
for by the extended-atom
technique.
Aliphatic
hydrogen atoms therefore were built
onto
the simulation
structures
by using
standard
geometry
(Olejniczak
et al., 19846) and a bond length of
1.08 A. The analysis of dynamic
averaging
used 1038 coordinate
sets separated by @098 ps. Overall rotation
and
translation
were removed from the configurations
prior to
the analysis.
The model chosen to represent
the rigid molecule for
values of rrig is the optimized
molecular dynamics average
structure.
The trajectory
average structure
is preferred
over the crystallographic
average structure
for the rigidmolecule model in order to achieve a consistent
comparison between static and averaged quantities
given that the
trajectory
average deviates
slightly
from the crystallographic average (Post et al.. 1986). The averaged trajectory co-ordinates
were optimized
by energy minimization
to remove strained
internal
co-ordinates
before building
the proton
co-ordinates.
An additional
motivation
for
using the optimized
average
structure
is that n.m.r.determined
structures
most often conform
to idealized
geometry
with low energy, thus an appropriate
comparison of time-averaged
distances should involve distances in
a static structure
with good geometry.
Small differences in
the extent of radial averaging
were found for rrig taken
from the unoptimized
average structure
instead of the
optimized
average structure.
but the general characteristics described here were unchanged.
The differences
are
described below. We also note that a distance r, calculated from the optimized
average structure
does not equal
the time-averaged
distance (r). The difference between r,,,
and (r) is usually less than @25 A, although
differences
greater than 0.75 A occur.
The radial parameter
for non-methyl
proton
pairs is
therefore:
R=

$$>

(12)

where the time-average
of r -3 is obtained from the trajectory and rz is calculated
from the 102 ps average simulation structure
after energy minimization.
For methyl
proton pairs, R is based on r,,,, and rgc (described above)
calculated
from the optimized
average
structure.
S2

describes the angular effects and is cal(~ulated according t>o
eqn (3). The combined
parameter
& (eqn (6)) gives the
complete
averaging
effect. Angular
averaging
can onI>
reduce aij (as noted above. 0 < S2 < I). while radial averaging
can enhance
or decrease
the KOE
intensity
of
depending on the details of the motion. Q. t)hr produrt
S* and R. can therefore
be greater than or less t’han 1.0.
Motions
on timescales
longer than
-20
ps. such as
dynamics involving
large loops or whole domains. are not
well represented
in a 102 ps simulation
because of the
limited
sampling
by the trajector?.
Nevertheless,
it is
expected that, the results are not significantly
influenced
by any rare dynamics
events. The dominant
motions
modeled
in the trajectory
are high-frequency
Huctuationst
(Swaminathan
et al.. 1982: Post et ~1.. 1989). In
addition.
the time-development
of t,he atomica Hu&uations
averaged
over all atoms is nearly converged
over the
simulation
period. and the fluctuation
time-development
and magnitudes
calculated
from the 2 halves of the trajecatory are similar
(Post et ccl.. 1989). Examination
of a
subset of t!he time-correlation
functions
of eqn (2) also
finds that the large majority
of the functions
decay to a
plateau within
5 to 10 ps. although
a small number of
internal correlation
functions
do not reach a plat,aau level
within 50 ps. As such, the mot,ional effects on rrij reported
here reflect well picosecond
timescale
motions
such as
vibrations,
dihedral librations.
side-chain dihedral transitions and small loop movements.
Other. longer timescale
motions
could lead to greater changes in experimental
NOE int,ensities than those estimated
by this study.
(d) Proton

pairs

Overhauser
interactions
for lysozyme
amide protons
(126 protons)
and non-polar
protons
(696 protons
of
which 183 are methyl
protons)
were evaluated
in this
study. Lysozyme
consists of 15% b-sheet @-stranded.
antiparallel).
347& cc-helix (4 helices), and go/, 3,, helix (2
helices). The analysis
included
2778 non-methyl
proton
pairs obtained
with the criterion
of r, < 4.5 ,r\, a cut-off
close to the longest distance observed in an NOE rxperiment. A distance cutoff of 4.0 w based on 7,. (eqn (10))
was used to select methyl
NOE pairs. The number of
individual
methyl proton
pairs found for lysozyme
was
1854. However,
each methyl-~ methyl
or methyl--nonmethyl interaction
was counted only once in the analysis.
reducing the number of interactions
to 492.
Two classes of non-methyl
interactions
were defined
according
to the surfaer
exposure
of t,he 2 protons.
Interior
protons are those with less than @Ol A* surface
area accessible to a 1.4 A probe (Lee & Richards,
1971) in
the optimized
average struct’ure of lysozyme.
Taking the
remaining
protons as surface protons gives 436 interior
protons and 203 surface protons. If 2 protons of a pair are
from the interior
set, than the pair is designated
an
interior pair, while a pair comprising
both surface protons
or one surface and one interior
proton
is designated
a
surface pair. Each class is further
grouped to reflect the
categories commonly
used in n.m.r. struct,ural
studies as
described below.
(1) Long-range
interresidue
pairs comprise protons from
residues more than 3 residues apart in primary
sequence.
(2) Short-range
interresidue
pairs comprise
protons
from residues 1, 2 or 3 residues apart in primary
sequence,
excluding
pairs used to locate secondary structure.

t Motions
about 80%

with timescales less than 20 ps contribute
of the r.m.s. fluctuations
(Post et al., 1989).

Internal
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Table 1
Average values of the motional averaging parameters for groups of non-methyl NOE
pairs in the interior and on the surface of lysozyme
Pairs

(Q>”

<s2> b

UO ’

A. Interior
Total
Interresidue, long-range
Interresidue, short-range
Secondary structure markers
Intraresidue
Geminal

1771
538
219
497
459
58

O-94f 936
094*951
@97 k 926
099&@31
@89*023
0.82kO.16

090 + 0.09
091 &@OS
@93+oQ6
0.93 + O-05
o-86+612
082f0.16

1.05 f 644
1.04+062
1.05+0.30
1.07 k 036
1.05 + 033

B. Surjace
Total
Interresidue, long-range
Interresidue, short-range
Secondary structure markers
Intraresidue
Geminal

1007
113
100
184
516
94

087+029
986 j, 0.49
1.01* 934
096+@25
o-84+923
974+917

983k613
o-86 + 009
091+@06
0.89 i- 907
0.80+014
074fO.17

1.05+032
e99+053
l.llkO.37
l.OSf632
1.05f626

“Eqn (6).
b Eqn (3).
’ Eqn (12), reference distance from the time-averaged

(3) Secondary-structure
markers
are the pairs
(Wiithrich et al., 1984) UN, NN, a/3 for residues i, i+3;
UN, NN for residues i, i+2; UN, NN, /IN for residues i,
i+ 1; and intraresidue UN.
(4) Intraresidue pairs comprise protons from the same
residue
excluding
secondary structure
markers and
geminal pairs.
(5) Geminal pairs.
The number of interproton vectors in each group is
given in Table 1 for interior and surface pairs.

3. Results
(a) Motional

averaging of interior pairs

We compare time-averaged
relaxation
with
relaxation in a rigid molecule, and discuss the dynamics of the interproton vector in terms of angular,
S2, and radial, R, components, and their full combination,
Q. Only the full combined effect is
observed experimentally.
Features of Q, S2 and R
for the interior proton pairs are discussed first for

640 1

structure

after energy minimization.

the set as a whole, followed by features specific to
the different groups. Each of the averaging parameters relates cross-relaxation in a flexible molecule
to that in a rigid-molecule and is a scale factor of @
(eqn (5)) such that values < 1.0 or > 1.0 indicate
diminished or enhanced cross-relaxation,
respectively. Average values are listed in Table 1 and
distributions
of log(Q), log(S2) and log(R) are
plotted in Figure 1. (Log values are plotted in the
Figures
to display
values corresponding
to
diminished
and enhanced cross-relaxation
rates
with equal weighting.)
On the average, the full effect of internal motions
is not large; (Q) for all interior pairs equals 094,
(S’) equals 0.90, and (R) equals 1*05. The distribution of Q over the interior pairs is nearly symmetrical
about the average (log(Q) = -0.02)
(Fig. 1). Cross-relaxation
rates are enhanced by
dynamic averaging almost as frequently as they are
diminished because of the radial component of
internal motional averaging; the distribution
of Q

1

320;

160

Figure 1. Histograms for 1771 interior proton pairs of log(Q), log(S2) and log(R), the full, angular and radial averaging
parameters,

respectively.

Number

Table 2
of extreme values for the motional averaging
parameters

I Or-

&, S2 and It
Extreme valuesa
Pairs

Q(“)&) b

S2 ’

Rd

A. interior
Total
Interresidue, long-range
Interresidue, short-range
Secondary structure markers
lntraresidue
Geminal

1771
538
219
497
459
58

193
110
16
20
42
6

(11)
(20)
(7)
(4)
(9)
(10)

37
6
I
0
24
6

142
92
15
14
21

u. Aurfaee
Total
Interresidue, long-range
Interresidue, short-range
Secondary structure markers
lntraresidue
(ieminal

1007
113
100
184
516
94

132
29
10
7
65
21

(13)
(26)
(10)
(4)
(13)
(22)

86
3
0
2
60
21

60
23
10
7
20

10% or greater in the distance estimated from

bEqn (6).

‘Eqn (3).
d Eqn (12), reference distance from the time-averaged
after energy minimization.

l-5

SO

215

3jo

3:5

4:o

45

rm

a Extreme values are <06 or > 1.7 and correspond to an error
of approximately
(rijotos

-1.0.

Figure 2. Values of log(Q) for 1771 interior proton pairs
plotted as a function of the interproton distance from the
simulation
average structure,
T,.
energy-minimized,
Broken lines at 25 A and 3.3 A separate short,, medium
and long-distance categories which correspond to strong,
medium and weak NOE intensities for mixing times
where the intensity is linearly related to the cross-relaxation rate oij. The shaded areas indicate regions where
dynamic averaging enhances cross-relaxation to an extent
that the NOE interaction would be incorrectly specified as
strong or medium and assigned a distance constraint
which is too short.

structure

strongly reflects the shape of the distribution of R.
The symmetrical distribution
of log(R) indicates
that there is no systematic decrease in the effective
distance as a result of radial averaging; a strpng
tendency for (rm3)- ‘I3 to be smaller than r,,, would
be manifested as a higher frequency of positive
values in Figure 1. For cases where R < 1.0, r,,, is
less than (r). Although the nature of the radial
averaging varies for different proton pairs, one type
of distance distribution which leads to r’, < (r) is a
bimodal distribution
such that distances for both
modes are greater than the distance corresponding
to the configuration intermediate to the two modes,
i.e. the average structure. In contrast to R, S2 is
restricted to values between 0 and 1.0, and is asymmetrically
distributed
near 1.0. Further,
S2 is
narrowly distributed while the distribution for R is
broader due to the strong distance dependence of
bij. (When rrig is from the unoptimized average
structure, the width of the distribution
of R is
somewhat narrower, and the value of(R) is slightly
reduced to 1.04 &-@30.)
Because S2 is less than or equal to 1.0 while R can
be greater than 1.0, the possibility exists that effects
from angular averaging may be offset by those from
radial averaging in the product Q (Olejniczak et al.,
19846; LeMaster et al., 1988). However, on the
whole, compensation does not occur. The distribution of Q is not narrower than that for R, as would
be expected if angular-averaging
effects tended to
offset radial averaging effects. Further, although on
average values of Q are intermediate between S2
and R (i.e. (S’) < (Q) < (R)), the full averaging
parameter (Q) is not nearer the rigid-molecule
value 1.0 than is (R). Indeed, for some interactions

radial and angularing averaging effects are reinforcing rather than offsetting in that both R2 and
R are less than 1.0, with the result that Q is less than
S2 or R (see also section (c), below).
of
Although
Q z 1.0 for the large majority
Overhauser interactions, there is a small number of
interactions with values far from 1.0, and for which
motional
averaging effects are significant.
To
examine the consequences of motional averaging on
the interpretation
of distances from NOESY
measurements, we have considered the number of
pairs for which the scale factors Q, 5’ or R deviate
from 1.0 to the extent that the error in the calculated value for rij would be greater than 10%. The
r m6dependence of oij makes the calculated distance
insensitive to small deviations from 1.0. Extreme
values are therefore defined as Q, S2 or R less than
@6 or greater than 1.7 (Ilog > @22) and correspond
to errors of approximately
10% or more in a
distance estimated from oij. The number of interactions with extreme values for Q, S2 or R are listed
in Table 2. Of all interior pairs only 11 y. (193/1771)
undergo motional averaging to a degree which
would produce a significant error in the calculated
distance.
The relationship between Q and the interproton
distance r,,, is shown in Figure 2 to examine the
nature

of dynamic

averaging

as a function

of

distance. Internal
motions resulted in either
enhanced or diminished cross-relaxation
between
proton pairs separated by medium-size distances
(2.5 A < r,,, < 3.3 8) and long distances (3.3 a <
r,,, < 4.5 A). In contrast, cross-relaxation between
protons at short distances (r, < 2.5 d) is almost
exclusively diminished by averaging; log(Q) is less
than @O. In addition, in regard to the number of
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Figure 3. Histograms of log(Q), log@‘*) and log(R) for 1771 interior proton pairs. Values are grouped into
(a) long-range interresidue pairs, (b) short-range interresidue pairs, (c) secondary structure markers, and (d) intraresidue
pairs
values shown in Figure 2, there
averaging
are more interactions with decreased oij (Q < 0.6)
than with increased aij (Q > 1.7).
Some structure determination procedures evaluate distances by categorizing NOE cross-peaks
according to strong, medium and weak NOE
intensities. Dynamic averaging effects on this type
of distance evaluation
were considered since a
change in aij and NOE intensity could lead to peaks
being incorrectly
categorized. In many of the
current protocols, the NOE intensities define only
the upper bound of the distance constraint while the
lower bound is set by steric contact using the van
der Waals term in the empirical force field (Clore t
Gronenborn, 1989). As such, motionally
reduced
NOES, which would give too long an apparent
distance, do not lead to distance constraints with
detrimental
effects. However, errors from interactions which were enhanced by internal motions,
extreme

and therefore incorrectly placed in the short or
medium-range groups, would have negative consequences. An estimate of this type of averaging,
assuming the intensity is proportional to gij (i.e. the
limit of short mixing times), is indicated in Figure 2
by the shaded areas. The result is that few interactions ( < 1%) appear in the areas, therefore fast
internal motions are not a significant source of error
for distances evaluated by this approach.
(i) Interresidue pairs
Distributions of log(Q), log(S*) and log(R) for the
groups of interior pairs are shown in Figure 3. (Q)
equals 0.94 for long-range and 097 for short-range
interresidue pairs. Motional averaging affects longrange in&residue
interactions to a greater extent
than all other types of interactions; there is a broad
distribution of R (Fig. 3(a)) giving rise to extreme
values of Q for 20% of the pairs (110/538), more

Figure 4. Histograms
(b) surface pairs.

s2

Se

(0)

(b)

for the angular averaging

parameter

than twice the percentage of other groups (Table 2).
However, the degree of radial averaging depends on
energy minimization (see below).
(ii) Secondary-structure markers
Because of the importance of identifying helical
and sheet structural elements, the effects of picosecond motions on the cross-relaxation of secondary
markers were examined
(Fig. 3(c)).
structure
Dynamic averaging is minimal for the proton pairs
used to define secondary structural
elements;
(Q) = 997 and only 4% of the pairs (20/497) have
extreme values. Of the 20 extreme Q values, none is
from /?-sheet residues and 12 are from a-helix
residues. Given the short distances involved, none of
the 20 NOE intensities would be reduced to the
extent that an NOE would not be observed.
Interestingly,
six of the 12 values from cl-helices
involve residues at the beginning of three of the four
helices. Three of the 12 are NN($ i + 1) interactions,
a strong, short-distance NOE which is a hallmark
for helices (Wiithrich
et al., 1984; Clore &
Gronenborn, 1987). Two NN(i, i + 1) interactions
are enhanced by internal motions two- to threefold,
rather than reduced, so that the expected connectivity would be observable. Cross-relaxation of the
third NN(i, i+ 1) interaction is reduced by about
half and would remain visible given the short
distance ( N 2.0 A) involved.
(iii) Intraresidue pairs
An asymmetry in the distribution
Q for intraresidue interactions (Fig. 3(d)) contrasts with the
nearly symmetrical distributions of the interresidue
The asymmetry is a tendency for
interactions.
decreased cross-relaxation rates due to more extensive angular averaging of intraresidue
interactions.
(S’) equals O-86, a larger deviation from the rigidmolecule value of 1.0 than found for the interresidue
groups, and there are a greater number of extreme
S2 values. This angular component is reflected in a
smaller (Q) (Table 1) and the slight bias in the
distribution
of Q toward values less than 1-O (Fig.
3(d)). The smaller S2 values are not offset by larger

S2 for geminal proton pairs for (a) interior

pairs and

values of R. Indeed, for many interactions both S2
and R are less than 1.0 so that the angular component reinforces the radial component, and the
combined averaging result is Q < S2 or R.
(iv) Ceminal pairs

Only re-orientation
of the interproton
vector
affects fixed-distance geminal pairs. As found for
the other intraresidue
interactions,
the angular
averaging can be significant, with S2 values equal to
0.5 or less in some cases (see Fig. 4). Approximately
10% of the geminal interactions
(6/58), a high
percentage of extreme S2 values in comparison to
the other groups, are diminished by angular averaging to the extent of giving a greater than 10%
error in distance. Non-negligible effects on crossrelaxation rates from motions of geminal protons
have also been observed experimentally (Olejniczak
et al., 1981).

(b) Comparison of interior

and surface pairs

Two classes of NOE interactions based on the
surface exposure of the proton pair were defined to
distinguish
the dynamical
properties of buried
protons from those of protons only partially
surrounded by protein atoms. The qualitative
features of such a comparison are informative, even
though the trajectory includes only structural water
molecules and not bulk solvent. From 3Jolscoupling
constants of lysozyme it appears that conformational flexibility
of the side-chains of surface
residues is more pronounced than that of interior
side-chains (Smith et al., 1991).
Interactions of surface pairs were averaged somewhat more than those from the protein interior; (Q)
equals 687 for the surface pairs compared to O-94
for the interior pairs (Table 1). The smaller (Q)
value results primarily from angular averaging of
intraresidue and geminal pairs consistent with the
greater flexibility in dihedral angles of some surface
side-chains observed with 3Jbla (Smith et al., 1991).
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Figure

5. Histograms

(a) long-range interresidue

of log(Q), log(S’) and log(R), for 1007 surface proton pairs. Values are grouped into
pairs, (b) short-range interresidue pairs, (c) secondary structure markers, and (d) intraresidue

pairs.

Although
the surface interactions
have smaller Q
values on average, the general features found for
proton
pairs from the interior
of lysozyme
also
apply
to pairs on the surface of the molecule.
Similar behavior
was found in that: (1) the large
majority
of interactions
are not
significantly
effected by the internal
dynamics
(@8 < (Q) < 1-O
for the individual
groups except the geminal pairs)
and less than 13% of the pairs (132/1007) have
extreme Q values (Tables 1 and 2); (2) the distribution for R is broader than that for S2 showing radial
averaging
is more pronounced
than angular averaging (Fig. 5); (3) the group of interresidue
interactions has the highest frequency of extreme values
of Q; (4) motional averaging of secondary structure
markers
is negligible;
and (5) more extensive
angular averaging
is evident for intraresidue
pairs,
which leads to a slight asymmetry
in the distribution of Q values.

(c) Motional averaging of methyl pairs
In the case of methyl proton NOES, we consider
the picosecond dynamically
averaged cross-relaxation rate relative to that based on different static
models
used to account
for methyl
rotation.
Because
R expresses
the internally
averaged
distance relative
to a static distance in the rigidmolecule
model the value of Q depends on the
treatment
of methyl proton distances in the rigidmolecule model.
Three values for Q (eqns (7), (9) and (11)) were
calculated
to fit with different methyl group averages: 3-site@, r) radial
and angular
average,
3-site(r) radial average, and geometrical
center. In
all three cases, the distribution
of Q shows a strong
tendency
toward less efficient cross-relaxation
due
to dynamic averaging, consistent with the relatively
small NOE intensities for methyl protons frequently
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Table

Motional averaging

for

492

and methyl-non-methyl

methyl-methyl

Y-site@, T)
:&site(r)
Qeom center

3
parameters

pairs

(Q>

6%

(W

@72_f@24”
0.57 kO.21 b
066+0.31 c

O+A1*016
@64,0.15
0.64*@15

091 *02gd
091 f029d
1.03f0.39’

No. extreme values’

3-site@, r)
3-&e(r)
Geom center

&(%I

s2

R

132 (32)”
241 (5Qb
180 (43) c

44
145
145

62
62
53

“Eqn (7).
bEqn (9).
‘Eqn (11).
d r,i* = r,.. calculated
energy minimization.
c Trig = rge, calculated
energy minimization.
‘Extreme values are
of approximately
10%

from the time-averaged

structure

after

from the time-averaged

structure

after

<O% to > 1.7 and correspond to an error
or greater in the distance o$‘“.

observed experimentally.
Depending on the type of
methyl averaging, (Q) ranges from 057 to 072
(Table 3), significantly smaller than the values of
0.87 and 0.94 for the non-methyl
surface and
interior pairs (Table 1). The small Q values result
from R < l-0, which reinforces the decrease in
relaxation due to angular averaging. Furthermore.
the number of methyl pairs with extreme averaging
ranges from 32 o/0 to 58% (Table 3), a much larger
percentage than that for the non-methyl pairs: 1176
and 13% (Table 2).
The results in Table 3 show that the diminished
cross-relaxation observed for methyl NOE interactions originates from non-rotational
picosecond
fluctuations as well as methyl group rotation; even
relative to a rigid structure with methyl rotation,
the values of Q calculated from the simulation are
significantly
different from 1.0. A second feature
evident from the values in Table 3 is that averaging
the angular terms of the correlation function Yi
over the methyl group in the rigid model gives
better agreement with u:’ measured from initial
rates or a relaxation matrix analysis. (Q) for the
3-site@, r) averaging is nearer to 1.0 than for the
other two averaging models primarily because S2 is
closer to 1.0.
(d) Apparent

restraint

distances

The effect of motional averaging and different
types of methyl averaging is readily seen by
comparing an apparent restraint distance rrstr calculated from the measured a:? with the actual
distance rX obtained from the static structure (Fig.
6). Assuming the large molecule limit in which Jij(0)
dominates cross-relaxation and an accurately determined Q$“, the apparent distance is given by:
r ,s,r = Q-1’6rx,

(13)

2

3

r,,/(S2),,

4

“6

2

3

4

fm’

Figure 6. The effective restraint distances in the large
molecule limit (eqn (13)) from NOE interactions
of
interior, non-methyl proton pairs (a) and methyl-methyl
or methyl-non-methyl
pairs ((b), (c) and (d)). The broken
lines delimit the region of less than 10% deviation
between rrstr and the actual distance in the rigid molecule
plotted on the abcissa. (b) Geometrical center: QgCfrom
eqn (11) and rx = rgC; (c) 3-site@, T): Qmr from eqn (7) and
TX= (P),.“%,,:
(d) 3-site(r): Q,, from eqn (9) and yx = r,,,..

where rx is from the optimized, average simulation
structure. In the case of a methyl group, rX equals
rgc for the geometrical center model, r,,,, for 3-site(r)
averaging, and (S2);J1’6r,,,, for the 3-site@, r) averaging (i.e. t.he inverse lj6th power of the denominator in eqn (7)). Q for the respective averaging
procedures is from equations (7), (9) or (11). Hence,
rrstr is the same value for the three methyl averages.
as expected, while the value rX varies. The apparent
rrStr value for the large majority of methyl interactions is larger than the corresponding distance in
the static structure regardless of the type of methyl
averaging; the points fall above the continuous line
in Figure 6(b), (c) and (d) for the most part. This
bias is in contrast to the non-methyl interactions
(Fig. 6(a)) for which the points cluster around the
continuous line and dynamic averaging effects are
nearly equally likely to increase or decrease the
NOE interaction strength.
Comparison of the three methyl models finds that
the greatest discrepancy occurs for a set of NOE
interactions with rrstr near 3.0 A (the circled areas in
Fig. 6). The deviation from the rigid structure
distance is reduced in the progression geometrical
center -+ 3-site(r) + 3-site@, r), that is the progression to the more rigorous averaging model. This set
comprises primarily pairs involving a non-methyl
proton and a methyl group separated by a single
torsion angle, i.e. H”-HB in Ala, HP-HY in Val, Thr
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or Ile, and Hy-H’ in He or Leu. For distance
restraints referenced to the geometrical center of the
methyl protons, rrstr estimated from the measured
cross-relaxation rate would give a value which is
-95 A greater than the actual distance from the
geometrical center of the three methyl protons (Fig.
6(b)). The error would be -025 A (Fig. 6(d)) for
3-site(r) averaging in the rigid structure model,
while the apparent rrstr deviates insignificantly
from
the actual distance in the rigid structure determined
with angular and radial averaging over the methyl
group, the 3-site@, r) model (Fig. 6(c)). Thus,
motional averaging of NOE interactions involving a
proton and a methyl group across a single torsion
angle can be adequately accounted for with 3-site
methyl rotation, and other fast timescale iluctuations do not significantly alter cross-relaxation.
(e) Model of the rigid-molecule
The assessment of radial averaging from internal
motions is made in this study by comparing r$ to
(r-3) -2, where rrig is from the optimized average
simulation structure, rm (eqn (12)). This choice of
structure for the rigid molecule gives a consistent
comparison between static and averaged distances
from the trajectory and corresponds to an n.m.r.
structural solution in which standard geometry and
favorable van der Waals and electrostatic contacts
are maintained. As stated above, some of the details
of motional averaging effects are altered by energy
minimization.
Distributions
of R like those in
Figures 3 and 5 were also calculated for rrig obtained
from the average simulation
structure without
energy minimization.
R distributions based on the
unoptimized average structure are narrower with
standard deviations smaller by a factor of 2 for most
groups, and less symmetrical about t,he average
value. In the case of the intraresidue interactions,
the asymmetry in R is toward values less than 1.0,
reinforcing the more extensive angular averaging
noted for this group and leading to a more
pronounced asymmetry in the distribution
of the
full averaging parameter Q than observed with the
optimized average structure. In the case of the longrange interresidue interactions, the distribution
is
skewed toward values greater than 1.0 manifesting
the apparent decrease in distance expected as a
result of dynamic averaging. That is, (R) equals
1.14 f 0.45, compared to 1.04 f 0.62 listed in Table 1.
The narrower R distributions
of the unoptimized
average structure result in fewer extreme Q values;
6% of the Q values from the interior pairs are less
than 0.6 or greater than 1.7, compared to 11 y0 with
the optimized structure. (The percentage for the
surface interactions is near 13% for both rigidmolecule models.) Energy minimization
has the
greatest effect on the number of extreme Q values
for the long-range
interresidue
interactions,
increasing the percentage from 5oj to 20% and
26% for the interior and surface pairs, respectively.
In further consideration of the influence on the
model chosen to be the rigid structure, a comparison
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was made of the distances before (rU) and after (r,)
energy minimization
of the average simulation
structure. The ratio (r,,/r,,J6 was evaluated for all
proton pairs. Approximately
10% of the ratios were
less than 0.6 or greater than 1.7, similar to the
overall percentage of extreme Q values.
On the basis of the above discussion, t’he general
features of motional averaging effects described in
this work pertain to the rigid protein modeled from
the average structure either with or without energy
minimization, although minimization does alter the
details and aspects related to specific interactions.
We note that the effects from motional averaging on
n.m.r. structure determination presented in Results,
sections (a) and (b), would be reduced if rrig were
obtained from the unoptimized average simulation
structure. Thus, the disparity between the interproton distance of a rigid-molecule and the effective
distance from an ensemble of dynamic structures is
in part a result of imposing good geometry and
non-bonded
contacts
by
energy
favorable
minimization.

(f) Protein regions associated with the extreme
averaging ejfects
It is of interest to examine the nature of the
motions of interior proton pairs with extreme values
for Q and where they are located in the lysozyme
structure. Half of the intraresidue
interactions
involve side-chain protons of arginine or lysine. Of
the remaining extreme Q values from the interior
many result from fluctuations in three regions of
lysozyme. It should be emphasized that not all
in these regions are extensively
interactions
averaged. Only some of the NOE interactions for a
given residue are altered as a result of an internal
motion depending on the orientation of the interproton vector relative to the direction of motion.
Q is therefore not similar in value for spatially close
pairs, or for all NOE interactions of a particular
proton.
The three regions which exhibit extensive averaging are an eight-residue loop connecting the
u-helices aC and aD, the hydrophobic
“box”
(Poulsen et al., 1980) of non-polar residues at the
interface of three a-helices, and the residues near
Ser91, the side-chain which contacts the four
internal water molecules of lysozyme first described
by crystallographic
studies (Imoto rt a,l., 1972;
Blake et al., 1983). In all three regions the motions
are dihedral transitions between rotamerir states in
either t’he main-chain
(CD-loop) or side-chain
(Met105 in the hydrophobic
box or Ser91). The
CD-loop motion is a localized change in the mainchain conformation which affects only the residues
100 to 107 and has been described in detail (Post et
al., 1989). Met105 undergoes transitions in x2, and
Ser91 undergoes transitions in x1 and x2, In the case
of Ser91, the motion allows alternating hydrogen
bond partners of the hydroxyl group wit*h the four
water
molecules.
internal
Similarly
transient

(‘. R. Post
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behavior occurs for other hydrogen
zyme (Post rt al., 1990a).

bonds in lyso-

4. Conclusions
(a) Motional

averaging in three-dimensional
structure

determination

The effect of internal motions on ‘H-‘H
crossrelaxation in proteins was investigated to elucidate
possible consequences of the rigid-molecule assumption on the determination
of three-dimensional
structure by n.m.r. A description of the nature of
picosecond motional averaging effects on all NOE
interactions in lysozyme is obtained by using a
molecular dynamics trajectory.
Longer timescale
motions such as large loop displacements or domain
motions are not accounted for in this analysis. As
such, the full averaging parameter & calculated
from the simulation may not agree quantitatively
with experimental values, and longer simulations
with all-atom techniques might, be useful to improve
this
approach
to study
n.m.r.
relaxation
phenomenon.
NOE cross-relaxation
can be diminished
or
enhanced because of radial averaging, unlike 13C
longitudinal
relaxation where only angular averaging, and thus a decrease in rate, occurs. We find
that the average effect of internal motions on nonmethyl interactions is to decrease the cross-relaxation rate by 9% ((Q) = 691 for 2778 NOE pairs in
lysozyme), with values of & nearly symmetrically
distributed above and below the average. For interpreting the large majority of NOE intensities, the
contribution to relaxation from picosecond motions
is negligible with respect to estimating interproton
distances so that a rigid-molecule model is appropriate. With a qualitative evaluation of distances
based on strong, medium and weak intensities, and
when n.m.r. distances specify only upper bound
restraints (i.e. when only the enhancement of
intensities would have negative consequences), picosecond motions result in incorrectly categorizing
less than 1 yc of the interactions (Fig. 2). Even in
the case of more quantitative
evaluations
of
distance from UT?, there is less than a 100/b error in r
calculated assuming a rigid-molecule for 89% of the
non-methyl NOE interactions from the interior of
the protein. This size of error is insignificant since
constraints
to the n.m.r. distances are loosely
enforced in most procedures for structure determination (Clore & Gronenborn, 1987; Kaptein et al.,
1988; Wiithrich, 1989) and is small relative to that
which results from experimental error in NOESY
intensities or when multiple spin-pair effects are
disregarded in large molecules (Olejniczak et al.,
1986; Borgias &. James, 1988; Post et al., 1990b).
Nonetheless, picosecond motions have non-negligible effects on some interactions, even in the protein
interior (e.g. Met105 and SerSl), which could lead to
difficulties in a conformational search. Averaging in
some instances alters cross-relaxation rates by more
than fourfold, which would give >20% error in r.

For the most extensively averaged interactions. the
cross-relaxation rates are usually diminished rather
than enhanced (Fig. 6), resulting in smaller NOE
intensities than expected for a rigid molecule. For
example, if initial rates are measured, the large]
decreases found for oij would give r values of 2.5
instead of 2.0 A, or 3.8 instead of 3.0 A. or 4.3
instead of 3.4 A. A restraint to an incorrect, distance
would produce an error in the structure related to
the particular proton pair, and could also negatively
influence neighboring interactions leading to poor
convergence in satisfying the simultaneous set, of
distance restraints.
Cross-relaxation
involving
methyl protons is
motionally averaged to a greater extent than that
involving non-methyl protons; (Q) equals 672 for
492 interactions even when methyl rotation is fully
accounted for in the rigid-structure model. In nearly
all cases, the cross-relaxation
rate is reduced.
Distances estimated from cry? would give a greater
than lOoi error for 32% of the methyl-methyl
and
methyl-non-methyl
separations.
An internal motion does not equally affect all
NOE interactions for a residue or even for a particular proton. If an NOE between a particular
proton of residue i and a proton of residue j is
enhanced relative to the rigid-molecule value, then
it does not follow that all NOES of that proton of
residue i are enhanced, nor that all NOES between
residue i and residue j are enhanced. For example,
$r;lh;,‘4H$r
t,he NOE between Leu56 Ha1 and
, yet the NOE between Leu56 HB’ and
Trp108 HSL is essentially unaveraged so that & =
0.88. Tt is the dynamic averaging of the interproton
vector which is relevant to cross-relaxation,
and
averaging depends on the orientation of the particular vector relative to the direction of motion. This
situation contrasts with one where a more general
dependence on protein mobility applies, such as
that involving crystallographic temperature factors
and atomic fluctuations. In the case of temperature
factors, nearly all atoms in a flexible region of a
protein have elevated temperature factors. On the
other hand, NOE cross-relaxation is effected only if
there is an interproton vector component perpendicular to the direction of motion. To illustrate,
rotation
about, xZ in a phenylalanine
residue
influences cross-relaxation of H&-H’. but, not Ha-H”
where the interproton vector is parallel to tlhr direction of motion. Hence incorporation
of dynamic
information by using individual averaging factors in
n.m.r. structure determinat’ion procedures must be
made on a pair-wise hasis, and cannot he specified
by regions of the protein, or a particular residue, 01
even a specific proton.
Consideration of the effects from motional
averaging of oij would he important to a spectral comparison between experimental NOESY intensities
and intensities calculated from a rigid-molecule
model. Such a comparison is useful for assessing the
quality of an n.m.r. structural solution in a fashion
analogous to the R-factor in crystallographic
methods. The distribution
of & (Fig. 1) would
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increase an R-factor determined from the difference
between observed NOESY intensities and simulated
intensities calculated with a relaxation rate matrix
and a static molecule. For short mixing times, the
disparity between measured and calculated intensities would relate linearly to Q, and at longer mixing
times in a more complicated fashion as indirect
relaxation paths become important. Assuming NOE
intensities vary linearly with aij and Q, the rigidmolecule model of lysozyme would yield for the nonmethyl interior pairs an R-factor equal to 922 due
to the picosecond motions described here. The
R-factor summed over methyl group intensities
would equal 930.
(b) Considerations for structure determination
Analysis by groups of non-methyl proton pairs
find that long-range interresidue interactions, both
in the interior and on the surface, were most
effected by motional averaging by having the
highest percentage of extreme values for the full
averaging parameter Q (extreme averaging parameter is defined in Table 2). Angular averaging is
more pronounced for the intraresidue vectors than
for interresidue vectors, leading more often to a
reduction in cross-relaxation
efficiency for this
group of NOES. Proton pairs in arginine and lysine
side-chains exhibited the largest degree of averaging, thus weighting these interactions less heavily
in const,rained molecular dynamics or distance
geometry calculations might be appropriate.
The full averaging parameter Q is model-dependent since the radial averaging parameter R
expresses the internally averaged distance relative
to the distance in the structural model of the rigid
molecule. For NOE interactions involving one or
two methyl groups the distribution
of Q varies
somewhat depending on the procedure taken to
account for conformational averaging due to methyl
rotation in the rigid-structure
model. Dynamically
averaged values of aij correspond most closely to
cross-relaxation
rates estimated
by including
angular and radial averaging over the methyl group
in the rigid structure, i.e. S-site@, r) averaging.
Hence, the most accurate procedure to implement
NOE-distance restraints involving methyl groups is
to average both angular
and radial
terms
(( Y2r 3)2) when calculating
the instantaneous
distance
during
the
conformational
search
procedure.
One type of NOE pair that was found to have a
systematic error due to dynamic averaging is the
case of methyl-non-methyl
proton pairs separated
by a single torsion angle. Representing the methyl
group by the average of re3, or by the geometrical
center of the three methyl proton positions, leads to
an estimated distance 025 to @5 A too long in
almost all cases. However, this systematic error is
removed if the instantaneous distance during the
conformational
search is calculated by 3-site@, r)
averaging.
Motional
averaging is more pronounced for
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methyl than non-methyl interactions even if methyl
rotation is completely accounted for by the rigid
structure model; there are picosecond motions in
addition to methyl rotation which give substantial
averaging. The nature of the averaging is to reduce
cross-relaxation,
leading to apparent distances
which are too long. The result suggests that’ it would
be appropriate to weight methyl distance restraints
less heavily in the conformational search procedure.
The relatively large angular averaging found for
geminal proton interactions is important in regard
to the choice of a reference distance, used to gauge
unknown distances. Since as many as 10 ‘$6 of the
geminal proton interactions from the interior and
more than 20% from the surface showed significant
angular averaging, an unfortunate choice for a reference distance could lead to a systematic error in the
n.m.r.-determined distances. A more reliable type of
fixed-distance pair would be Tyr or Phe Ha-H”. (Q)
for these aromatic fixed-distance pairs is @91+ 904.
equal to the average over all non-methyl NOE pairs,
and there were no extreme Q values.
The nature of the secondary structure markers
makes it unlikely
that dynamic averaging by
internal motions would obscure the identification of
a helical or sheet structure. First. the markers
involve main-chain-main-chain
or main-chain-H@
proton pairs, which are not generally mobile; mainchain atoms have smaller atomic fluctuations than
side-chain atoms and regions of lowest mobility in a
protein correspond to helical and /I-sheet elements
(Post et al.. 1989). Of the total 193 extreme Q values
for interior proton pairs, only 26 are main-chainmain-chain interactions, and 25 are main-chain-H8
interactions. Second, the markers are short-distance
proton pairs so that a measurable NOE would
remain even if dynamic averaging reduced the
intensity by as much as a factor of 3. Finally, a
secondary structure is identified by a pattern of
NOES involving several sequential residues, thus
mobility of one or a few NOE pairs should not
prevent identification
of the secondary structure.
Given that there was significant averaging of interactions between protons at the N terminus of three
of the four helices in lysozyme, the precise beginning
of an u-helix may be difficult to determine by n.m.r.
(c) Signi$cantly

averaged regions

in, lysozywae

Most of the NOE interactions with significant
averaging in lysozyme involve Ser91 or Met105 or
are located in the CD-loop. Ser91 is surrounded by
hydrogen bonds to four internal water molecules. It
is worthy of note that an increase in mobility of
residues associated with internal water molecules
has also been reported for interleukin-lg
(Clore et
al., 1990). Both the CD-loop and Met105 play a role
in binding the hexasaccharide substrate of lysozyme. The CD-loop makes direct contact with the
substrate and the motions of this loop are altered in
the presence of substrate (Post et al., 1986, 1989).
Met105 indirectly
interacts with the substrate
through Trp108. The mobility of Met105 is observed

(‘. Il. I’ost
experimentally
(Olejniczak
et al., 1981, l984u) and
the coupling between 105 and 108 has been studied
theoretically
(Olejniczak
et al., 19846). Further
studies are planned to include motional
averaging
effects in an analysis of experimental
two-dimensional NOESY intensities.
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